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With easy-to-follow instructions plus dozens of photographs, worksheets, patterns, and projects, any

beginner can create beautiful rugs and other hooked decorative items. From preparing, dying, and

cutting the wool to making and transferring patterns, all the fundamentals are here. Learn to hook a

simple design on a Checkerboard Pillow; add a border and practice finishing techniques on a Circle

and Star Rug; hook a face on a Rug Doll. Go beyond the basics and try larger, more detailed

projects. Turn rugs into wearables. Use polka dots or a thin strip of wool tied onto a bow to make

textured pieces even more dimensional. Even create a theme for a room by repeating motifs

throughout the dÃ©cor-a Teddy Bear Pillow goes naturally with a matching Wall Hanging and Floor

Rug. And there's a lot more, too, from table mats and purses to an unusually shaped Welcome Rug.
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This is a great book for the beginning rug hooker. Finally, a book written on how to hook rugs that

does not refer to the reader as though they already know everything! This is a wonderful book, full of

clear instructions and pictures. I would deffinately recomend this book to anyone interested in rug

hooking. This is the BEST book out there for the beginner. Lots and lots of beginner projects too.

This book is an excellent beginning's reference! I had no idea how to even start a rug, but after

reading this book...well, it just covers everything. And it talks a lot about primitive hookings..which I

love. Great resource!!



An excellent resource for the beginner or seasoned primitive hooker. Simple instructions and

patterns included.

I'm glad I ordered this book 'used'. I would have been disappointed if I had spent the original cost of

$19.95. I purchased this book with the intention of beginning rug hooking. I have no basic

knowledge of this craft. I was a little confused with the dyeing technique. How big is the pot and how

much wool am I adding?Also, in the 'How should the back of my project look?' section, the author

tells you to "turn your project over occasionally to make certain that it is smooth and has no loose

ends or crossovers....if you see any problems you should correct them immediately." However,

there is no explanation on how to correct your problems. Do you cut a crossover stitch or do you

have to undo all hooking before or after the crossover? What do I do if I do have loose ends?And I

am still very confused about how to finish off a rug. What am I doing at the corners with the binding

tape? Also, she says to "whipstitch rug binding tape onto back of hooked design (see photo B)"

Well, photo B shows the rug binding whipstitched on one side and straight stitched on the other side

with yarn. There is no mention of the straight stitch and there is no explanation of how to get this

yarn through your project without sewing up part of the hooking.This book leaves certain aspects of

rug hooking very confusing! If you are a VERY BEGINNER, like me, look for another beginners

book. That's my recommendation.

I am fairly new to rug hooking. This book is great to have on hand to refer to when you are working

on a rug. It covers everything you need to know about how to hook a rug, cutting the wool, hooking

techniques, finishing a rug, etc. Also, there are great colored pictures and it includes several

patterns that you can use.

I have never done rug hooking, and although there were a lot of instructions, they weren't always

clear to a complete novice. I liked that they explained what type of wool clothing to look for at a thrift

shop that could be used in rug hooking, but I didn't see a pattern using something like a tweed. I

would have found that interesting to see.

This book is just what I was looking for. Very clear and precise directions. Also, excellent diagrams

with color photos.

Was just what I was looking for to spark my interest in this hobby! Great instructions and details,



very inpressed with the book and I even bought a used one and it was in great shape!
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